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Live a Life Unlimited

by Diabetes


        
        
        
        We’ve been by your side for nearly 100 years
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  Driven by a sense of urgency to advance what’s next in diabetes, embecta wants to empower more people to live a life unlimited.
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      Pen Needles 



      embecta has leveraged deep expertise and advanced technologies to continuously innovate our pen needles, insulin syringes and other products. Our products are diligently designed to enable people who are living with diabetes to benefit from comfortable, effective diabetes care.
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      Insulin Syringes



      Portfolio of needle lengths and barrel sizes designed to help meet the needs of people with diabetes
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      embassador™ Companion 24/7



      embassador™ Companion 24/7, provides educational content, personalized health management tools, diabetes-friendly recipes, and more.
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      Accessories



      Accessories to help support your injection experience
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  Live confidently

Whether you’re a person who has diabetes or you’re helping someone else manage it, we’re here to support you with the resources, education, and innovation you need for a life that’s unlimited by diabetes.

Learn More
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      embecta syringes made in Nebraska, USA
    

    
      Read embecta’s statement regarding the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Safety Communication on evaluation of certain plastic syringes.
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